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8-10

SCORE

Layout and
Organization

The poster was not well
organised and not visually
effective.

Poster was acceptable but needs
work to improve visual appeal
through better utilization of fonts,
colors, headings, and white space.

The poster was well organized and
visually appealing.

Layout and
Organisation:

Figures

Figures were not clear, and were Figures were relevant, but did not
not relevant to presented
convey any additional information.
research.

Figures were clear, relevant and
enhanced the presented research.

Figures:

Scientific
objectives and
broader impact

Research objectives were not
Objectives of research were
clearly stated. No broader
presented, but no discussion of how
scientific context was discussed. this research fits into a broader
scientific or technological context
was discussed, or wasn’t clearly
described. Results were clearly
stated, but impact on a broader
scientific ideas were not discussed,
or not described clearly.

Objective of research was motivated by
potential impact on a broader scientific
or technological idea. Impact of results
on this broader impact were clearly
stated.

Objectives and
broader impact:

Written
Presentation

There was no clear
communication of a central
thought through the text.

The message was not quite clear from The message was clearly communicated
the text and the poster was not well through the text; poster was well
utilized.
utilized.

Written
Presentation:

Oral
Presentation

The presenter was not prepared
to answer questions about the
core message of the
presentation

The presenter was able to address
questions related to the
presentation, but some questions
were a struggle to answer.

Oral Presentation:

The presenter was able to answer
questions near the scope of the poster
with clear answers, and questions
beyond the scope with some degree of
confidence.

Please give a score for each category and add scores in right column to obtain total score.
(Maximum total of 50)
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